The optimal discrete signal are widely used in spread spectrum communication systems, sonar, navigation, code 
Introduction
It is an important indicator to evaluating whether the pseudo random sequence is of good autocorrelation and balance characteristic during designing pseudo random sequence signal in the radar, sonar code division multiple access systems [1] . If the autocorrelation of a sequence will satisfy the following two conditions it says that this sequence has the best correlation: 1) Values of the sequence of non-synchronous autocorrelation are as little as possible; 2) The number of sequence of non-synchronous autocorrelation values is as less as possible [2] . If the length of sequence is even and this sequence is of the same number of "1" and "0", it argues that this sequence is balance, while if the difference number of "1" and"0" is only 1, it argues that this sequence is almost balanced; If the sequence length is odd and the difference number of "1" and "0" is only 1, it argues that this sequence is balanced [3] .
So far, for the construction of the binary sequence, there have been some very good results, but not perfect. T. Storer, C. Ding and others proved that the composite construction which is equivalent to the binary sequence having optimal relevance is a difference set or almost difference sets with specific parameter [4] [5] . As a result, the optimal or the optimal relevance in the series of the relatedness of the construction of the binary sequence, the combination design method and algebraic method occupies an extremely important position, the use of limited domain points round division and round number division is the important method to construct the binary sequence [6] [7] .
By difference set and almost difference set, people have constructed many balanced an d almost balanced optimal autocorrelation sequence of three values [8] [9] [10] , and such seque nces have good linear complexity [11] . For autocorrelation sequence of three values of per iod v , if
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To enlarge the existence of sequence space, people have discussed from many aspects, including that it puts forward the concept of "pairs" in literature [13] which is with sequence pairs forming with two sequences to form an optimal signal. When the sequence is applied to a system in the original project, in the system the sender and the receiver must use the same sequence. Now as long as the sequence pairs forming with the sending sequence and local sequence used in the receiver can satisfy certain conditions, such a sequence coupling is formed a best signal. Based on the above principle, the literature [14, 15] proposed the sequence pairs of three values having good balance characteristics. This method greatly relaxed the selection range of sequence and more conducive to looking for the best signal. 
The Basic Concepts
, e is the number of the
, if any nonzero element in the difference table , it is easy to know that
set of differential -pairs. And it can construct a round division pseudo random sequence pair, where
and the autocorrelation function is
Note: For prime power
f is odd and is odd prime number within 100. Within 100, when v only takes 3,7,11,19,23,31,47,59,67,71,79,83, it can get the corresponding round division pseudo random sequence pair by theorem 2.1. 
The Construction Method of the Binary Sequence Pairs of Three Values
So the cross-correlation function at the shift of  of the two connected sequences u and v is just the sum of inner product of the sequence of columns of the sequence 
The autocorrelation function of them is . According to the (4-11), the sequence v at the shift of
according to the (4-11). At the same time the sequence v at the shift of is right now 
So the autocorrelation function value is 
be two cyclotomic pseudo-random sequence pairs with period 7, so the constructing method of three value binary sequence pair ) , ( v u with period 28 is as following:
is the let shift transformation of
is a cyclotomic psudo-random sequence pair.
Result: 
Analyzing the Performance to Resist the Noise
In this paper, the perfect punctured sequence pairs of the length 61 i.e. As shown in Figure 2 . the aforementioned perfect punctured sequence pairs of the length 61 is used to SMSK-DSSS, after comparing with Gold sequence, m sequence and Hadamard we get the bit-error rate curve of SMSK-DSSS. From the figure we can analyze that the system bit error rate curve is close when applying m, Gold and Hadamard since the signal-to-noise ratio SNR changes from -16 to -2. By the figure, when using the m sequence and Hadamard the system bit error-rate curve is volatile while using Gold sequence relatively stable. But it can be seen that when applying the perfect punctured sequence pairs the performance of resisting noise of the system is worst. In order to more intuitive, we list the error-rate data tables below whose values vary from -10 to -4. Note: H represents the Hadamard; P represents the perfect punctured sequence
Conclusion
In this paper, the cyclotomic psudo-random sequence pair get from reference, bring forward two construction methods of three value sequence pairs. Firstly, cyclotomic psudo-random sequence pairs are known in this method, then shift these sequence pairs, according to the shift numbers different sequence pairs can be achieved. Usually, choose a known sequence pair and some kind of its shift transformations, then connect the sequences of sequence pairs and do Gray reflection, as a result, new kind of balanced
